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R — Steve Benjamin:
6,067 votes | 35.53
percent

Courtesy of stevebenjamin.com

R — Kirkman Finlay
III: 5,485 votes | 32.12
percent

Courtesy of kirkmanfinlay.com

New mayor not yet decided
Football practice
Spring football practice
heats up with some new
strategic changes as the
Garnet and Black Spring
Game draws closer.

See page 9

A runoff on April 20 will determine
Columbia’s next mayor after close results
Josh Dawsey

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A f ter mont hs of watch i ng t he la rgest a nd most
expensive mayoral campaign in city history, it looks like
Columbia will be waiting a little longer for a new mayor.
Steve Benjamin and Kirkman Finlay will vie to replace
outgoing Mayor Bob Coble in a runoff scheduled for
April 20.
None of the seven candidates gained 50 percent of the
vote, leading to the runoff. Benjamin got the most votes
of any candidate, taking in about 36 percent . Finlay came
in second, taking in around 32 percent of the vote. Thirdplace fi nisher was attorney Steve Morrison.
Sparkle Clark, Aaron Johnson, Joseph Azar and Nammu

Steve Morrison:
5,053 votes | 29.59
percent
Aaron Johnson:
215 vo te s | 1. 26
percent

Muhammad all tallied insignificant percentages of the
fi nal results.
The totals were reported by various local media outlets
around 8:45 p.m.
Tameika Isaac Devine and Sam Davis will keep their
seats on Columbia City Council. Davis ran unopposed,
and Devine defeated challenger Grant Robertson.
Leona Plaugh, former Columbia city manager, will take
on Tony Mizzell in a runoff to fi ll the District IV seat
April 20 as well.
About 25 percent of the city’s 63,098 voters cast ballots
in the mayoral election. After various legal challenges,
Columbia will decide at a later date when to hold an
election to fi ll the empty District II seat vacated by E.W.
Cromartie.

Jose ph S A z a r:
175 vo te s | 1. 0 2
percent
Sparkle Clark: 49
votes | .29 percent
Nammu Muhammad:
28 votes | .16 percent
WRITE-IN: 5 votes
| .03 percent

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

OTHER VOTING RESULTS
City Council At-Large

Tyler Boone Feature
Carolina’s Tyler Boone
performed at The White
Mule Friday in a three act
show, what he considers
his first major concert.

See page 6

City Council District IV

X - Tameika Isaac Devine: 8,936 votes |
R - Lona Plaugh: 1,831 votes | 32.34
57.03 percent
percent
R - Tony Mizzell: 1,782 votes | 31.48
Grant Robertson: 6,576 votes | 41.97
percent
percent
WRITE-IN: 4 votes | 2.19 percent
Kevin Fisher: 1,225 votes | 21.64

percent
Walter Powell Jr.: 478 votes | 5.96
percent
Mary Baskin Waters: 331 votes | 5.85
X - Sam Davis: 2,766 votes | 97.88 percent
percent
WRITE-IN: 14 votes | .25 percent
WRITE-IN: 60

City Council District I

— The City of Columbia Municipal Election Commission

NFL and workers’ comp.
Do you think football
players should receive
compensation — even for
dementia?

See page 5

(803) 777-3914
(803) 777-7726
(803) 777-7182
(803) 576-6172

Mix

Softball Woes
Gamecock softball suffers
loss 6-0 to USC-Upstate to
bring Carolina’s record to
4-12 at home.

Online @

www.DailyGamecock.com

Student blog
gives advice
Site aims to help
plan schedules,
stay on track
Kara Apel

NEWS EDITOR

After fifth-year computer
science student Jason Rikard
h a d a t ou g h e x p e r ie nc e
transferring his credits over
t o U S C f r o m M id l a n d s
Technical College, he knew
he wanted to find a way to help
other students stay organized.
“I took a lot of classes that
didn’t really apply to anything.
I was just taking classes to take
classes,” he said. “I thought
it would work out in the end.
Looking back then, I see what
I could have done.”
R i k a r d , w ho i s s e t t o
g raduate in May, said he
has always been interested
in college advice from other
students and wanted to share
tips he has picked up along
the way.
“There’s a lot of things you
can do online that will help
students,” Rikard said.
So, he had t he idea of
launching a Web site devoted
to helping other students, and
started the site’s blog portion

over spring break. Rikard
and Jonathan Mayhak, a 2009
USC graduate with a degree
in computer science, now work
on the Web site and update it
with new blogs around every
four days.
Rikard said the blogs range
in subject matter, and they
write about different topics
they think students will be
interested in, such as selling
textbooks online or managing
money. There are currently
five contributing bloggers, but
Rikard said he and Mayhak
are the main bloggers. Rikard
said he eventually wants to
have more people contribute
to the Web site, if possible.
Currently, the Web site only
consists of a blog, but Rikard
and Mayhak’s main goal is
to launch a Web application
that will host a scheduling
program for students. The
application, which Rikard said
will hopefully launch in the
fall, will help students arrange
their classes, figure out which
classes they need to graduate
and keep track of their credit
hours.
After his experiences in
college, R ikard hopes the
Web site application can help
Blog ● 2

Fashion Show

Scott Fowler / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Student designers from USC’s Fashion Board showcased their clothing in the organization’s
second fashion show Tuesday night. The “East Side Elegance” fashion show is part of Fashion
Week 2010.
This year, members of the club have raised almost $2,000 for breast cancer research. They
also partnered with the Foster Care Review Board at the South Carolina Department of Social
Services to provide clothing and display fixtures for their closet.
On Wednesday, Fashion Board will hold their “Compassion is always in Fashion” clothing
drive. On Thursday, there will be a fashion symposium entitled “La Dolce Vita: Inside the
Fashion Business.” It will be held at 7 p.m. in the Public Health Auditorium.
Fashion Board held a clothing drive this past fall for Lee Denim Day and hosted a style
workshop showcasing local retail during Parents Weekend. Next year, the board will develop
a scholarship program to assist members with expenses associated with their books,
internships and traveling. For full coverage of the event check out the Mix in Thursday’s issue.
—Compiled by Assistant News Editor Jonathan Battaglia
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RHA

Meeting evaluates
end-of-year budget
Carnival, ‘wish list’ factor
into remaining funds as
semester comes to close
Taylor Cheney
STAFF WRITER

On Tuesday night, RHA met to tie up
loose ends before their final meeting to close
out the year.
Starting April 16, residence halls will
be hosting “Take It or Leave It,” in which
receptacles will be placed in each hall where
students can donate their unwanted items
before moving out for the summer.
Resident Housi ng A ssociat ion V ice
President Brad W ill iams also said he
urges anyone interested in becoming a
sustainability representative for the 20102011 school year to contact him. He said he
wants to start early in order to get a head
start on maintaining more environmentally
friendly residence halls.
Sims residence hall placed a $1,478.74
financial allocation for their new T-shirt
desig ns. Though Sims plans to host a
carnival, which is estimated to cost around
$1,000, the legislation was passed by RHA.
A nother financial item raised was the
residence hall wish list for next year. With

only $19,000 left in the budget, $67,000 is
needed to fund the needed supplies for next
year’s halls. RHA President Jim Manning
gave hall representatives options as to
whether they should use the $19,000 D1-19
budget, reorganize their lists or use any
remaining funds in D1-14 to supplement the
costs.
Questions were asked by hall leaders
as to whether or not the halls actually
needed the proposed items, or if they were
nam ing t h ings t hey cou ld potent ially
want. All questions will be answered upon
reevaluation.
Capstone representat ives stated t hat
their Diversity Day was a huge success, and
Capstone Senator Lauren Stitzlein said there
was an awesome attendance. Also a success
was the egg hunt hosted this past weekend
along with north campus residence halls.
They were able to use half of their intended
budget and with more than 50 students in
attendance, the eggs were found in around
seven minutes, according to Preston College
Senator Caroline DeHaven.
Next week, RHA will be hosting their
annual banquet which will be held at the
American Legion on Pickens Street.

This week in
Student Health Services ...
.

Quit Smoking!
In support of Healthy Carolina, Campus Wellness
offers a free tobacco cessation class for students,
faculty and staff. The class consists of six, one-hour
sessions on campus. A Freshstart facilitator from
the American Cancer Society will help participants
attempt to quit. The Freshstart approach includes
motivational activities, developing problem-solving
skills, social support and information about
medication and approaches to quitting.
During one session, the campus registered
dietitian will address participants’ concerns about
weight gain. Other sessions will be devoted
to physical activity and stress reduction. The
remaining sessions will be offered on April 8, 13
and 15 (Tuesdays and Thursdays) from 5:15 to
6:15 p.m. in the Russell House, room 301. To
register, call 803-576-9393.
— Submitted by Nicole Carrico

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Blog ● Continued from 1

THE STRENGTH
TO HEAL and

learn lessons in courage.
The pride you’ll feel in being a doctor increases
dramatically when you care for our Soldiers and their
Families. Courage is contagious. Our Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) helps you reach your goal by
providing full tuition, money towards books and lab fees, a
$20,000 sign-on bonus, plus a monthly stipend of $1,992.
To learn more about the U.S. Army Health Care Team,
call a Health Care Recruiter at 803-735-0256, email
9B1C@usarec.army.mil, or visit
healthcare.goarmy.com/info/mchpsp1.

©2009. Paid for by the United States Army. All rights reserved.

Interested in representing
your college?
The Student Senate has the following open seats:
Arts & Sciences: 1
Business: 1
Education: 2
Engineering: 2
Public Health: 1
Music: 2
Applications are available in the Campus Life Office, RH 227.
For more information, visit http://www.sg.sc.edu

students stay organized with
their academic programs.
“The goal is to help
students stay on track and
meet their goals on time and
have resources where they can
make good decisions early on,”
Rikard said. “It’s a tool that I
always wanted going through
school.”
Eventually, the application
w ill allow t he st udent to
choose their school and major
and will personalize it for
them. The planning program
will also show students the
percentage of classes they
still need to take. Also, if a
student wants to switch his
or her major, the application
will show students how many
classes they need to take.
T hey a lso wa nt to add
necessary books for classes,
a projected GPA f unction
and a loan calculator to the
application.
Mayhak said that compiling
all of these resources will assist
students.
“A lot of the stuff is out
there, but it’s not all together,”
he said. “We want to have a lot
of things to help.”
Mayhak, who works as a
Web developer for Clemson
University, said they want to
build a community of users
who will continue to come
back, read the blogs and use
the application.
As for the future of the
Web site, Mayhak and Rikard
said they hope it will become
successful.
“We’re working hard to see
what happens with it,” Mayhak
said.
Rikard, who is currently
look i ng for a job af ter
graduation, said he hopes
the Web site can eventually
become a full-time job and
is currently work ing on a
business plan.
For more information, visit
Rikard and Mayhak’s Web site
at http://blog.8semesters.com/.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcknew@mailbox.sc.edu

Interested in Business?
Now accepting applications for Student
Comptrollers to serve as financial advisors to
student organizations until April 14th.
Applications are available in the Campus Life
Center, RH 227.
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LOCAL

NATIONAL

New facilities, investments to boost employment Tragic explosion kills 25 miners, four still missing
South Carolina Gov. Mark Sanford paid a visit Tuesday to the
South Carolina county with the state’s highest unemployment rate
but where the economic horizon has brightened a bit of late with the
promise of hundreds of new jobs.
Sanford visited Marion County in the state’s northeastern corner,
where the jobless rate is 22.7 percent. The county has been battered by
the economy for much of a decade. A Russell Stover Candies factory
closed almost nine years ago, putting 836 people out of work. That
was followed by several textile plant closings.
But in recent months, there has been announcements that more
than 560 new jobs are coming to the county.
ACAS Landing Gear Services is investing $5 million in a new
facility creating 300 new jobs. And Softee Supreme Diaper Corp. is
Courtesy of M. A. Chastain
investing another $6 million as it locates its operations in the county,
GOV. MARK SANFORD
creating another 262 jobs.
Sanford spent about thirty minutes meeting privately with Rodney
Berry, the executive director of the Marion County Economic Development Commission.
“Two of the most significant economic development announcements that have occurred in
Marion County’s history have occurred on his watch,” Sanford said. “He was starting from a
troublesome spot. If you look at Marion County’s numbers — the highest unemployment in the
state. Tough numbers.”
Sanford said the two wanted to talk about the recent investments and where the state may be
able to help existing businesses expand. “It’s a chance to hear from somebody who is very much
at the ground level seeing economic development,” the governor said.
Berry, who is also the mayor of the city of Marion, said the county still has much to do.

MONTCOAL, W.Va. — People in this small coal town prayed and hung banners in front of their
homes Tuesday as rescuers launched a complicated effort to save four miners missing after a huge
underground explosion killed 25 of their colleagues.
Crews were bulldozing an access road so they could drill 1,000 feet into the earth to release
gases and make it safe to try to find the four. They were feared dead after the Monday afternoon
blast at a mine with a history of violations for not properly ventilating highly combustible methane.
Rescuers were being held back by poison gases that accumulated near the blast site, about 1.5
miles from the entrance to Massey Energy Co.’s sprawling Upper Big Branch mine.
“The drills are in place now,” Gov. Joe Manchin said at a news briefing Tuesday.
An access road had to be created before they could begin drilling four shafts to release methane
and carbon monoxide. Manchin said it could be Wednesday night before the first hole is drilled,
but rescuers had to try.
“We told the families ... nothing is really going to change a lot between now and 8 o’clock in the
morning,” Manchin said. “We told them if they need to go get a bite to eat, take a shower or get
some rest, this is the time to do it. They will continue to be updated every 2 hours.”
In an area where coal is king, people anxiously awaited word. Someone hung a “Praying 4 Our
Miners” banner outside a home, and at Libby’s City Grill in nearby Whitesville, the accident was
the talk at every breakfast table. Owner James Scott was grieving his own loss — his 58-year-old
uncle, Deward Scott, was among the dead.

INTERNATIONAL

Vatican claims accusations have darker motives
VATICAN CITY — The Vatican heatedly defended Pope Benedict XVI on Tuesday, claiming
accusations that he helped cover up the actions of pedophile priests are part of an anti-Catholic
“hate” campaign targeting the pope for his opposition to abortion and same-sex marriage.
Vatican Radio broadcast comments by two senior cardinals explaining “the motive for these
attacks” on the pope and the Vatican newspaper chipped in with spirited comments from another
top cardinal.
“The pope defends life and the family, based on marriage between a man and a woman, in a
world in which powerful lobbies would like to impose a completely different” agenda, Spanish
Cardinal Julian Herranz, head of the disciplinary commission for Holy See officials, said on the
radio.
Herranz didn’t identify the lobbies but “defense of life” is Vatican shorthand for anti-abortion
efforts.
Also arguing that Benedict’s promotion of conservative family models had provoked the socalled attacks was the Vatican’s dean of the College of Cardinals, Angelo Sodano.
“By now, it’s a cultural contrast,” Sodano told the Vatican newspaper L’Osservatore Romano.
“The pope embodies moral truths that aren’t accepted, and so, the shortcomings and errors of
priests are used as weapons against the church.”
— The Associated Press
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friendliness
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Comcast unjustly
polices Internet
Comcast is on the rise. In its dispute with the Federal
Communications Commission, the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit ruled in
Comcast’s favor of slowing down customers’ access to
BitTorrent, a service that distributes very large software and
media files.
Comcast was ultimately slowing down BitTorrent’s traffic,
until the FCC complained that the Internet should be
treated equally. Ultimately, Comcast was going in and
slowing down certain networks
leaving ot hers alone,
It is the FCC’s while
picking and choosing the speed
of networks’ content.
job to place This r u ling would allow
Comcast to restrict customers
regulations on the from going to certain video
Web sites such as YouTube and
Internet and other Hulu.com. They could even
charge heav y users of these
media outlets.
networks for how much they
go on these types of sites.
Due to this ruling, the FCC
has been wiped out and pushed to the back burner. Again, the
government is at it again, controlling everything from the
EPA and now the Internet. They are just taking advantage
of Comcast and allowing them to block customers from sites
which haven’t won their support, while the government sits
in the back seat telling Comcast every move.
It is the FCC’s job to place regulations on the Internet
and other media outlets, not the government. Yes, if we did
not regulate the Internet’s traffic, it would get bogged down,
but Comcast is picking and choosing who they want to go to
these sites and who they don’t.
The Internet is free and open, and it should stay that way.
Closing the doors to certain sites is discriminatory, and
hopefully the FCC can continue to promote that and stop
this nonsense.

OPINION GRAB BAG
Columnists weigh in on whether professional football players
should receive workers’ compensation and if the
NFL should be liable for dementia
Football — despite its assumed macho
— still thrives as an entertainment
industry; however, the risks for this job
still remain high. Though these players
often make more than our houses are
worth, they share dangers with other
professions that are equally protected
u nder t he law. We must go by t he
principles we set for ourselves and not
waver from situation to situation, looking
for what makes us feel most comfortable.
— Michael Lambert
Professional football should be treated
like any profession would. It has its own
set of risks and if those risks show up
from no fault of their own, then the NFL
should provide workers’ comp to their
players. I do believe that as long as the
U.S. military doesn’t treat PTSD as a
serious disorder, the NFL shouldn’t be
liable for dementia.
— Austin Jackson

Once professional football players sign
their name on the NFL contract, they are
signing their lives away. They know the
brutality of football, but they are getting
paid thousands of dollars to play. Because
of the fact they are submitting their bodies
to the NFL, they should receive workers’
compensation. But the NFL should not
be liable to dementia. Once their career
is over, then it is up to them to deal with
any permanent injuries from the game.
So, if a guy gets hurt on the field then the
NFL should pay for the medical expenses,
which most teams do. But, if they have
retired and all of a sudden notice some
memory loss, well, they knew that from
the day they joined a professional team.
— Marilynn Joyner
The NFL should not be held liable for
dementia. Football players take on certain
risks in playing the game and they should
be held responsible for them except in
cases of obvious negligence. Heredity and
other factors can contribute to something
like dementia, and pinning it on the league
that supplied one’s livelihood decades ago
is not appropriate.
— Peter Schaeffing

Obama’s nuclear policies disregard practicality
New plans, promises not sure way
to reduce these powerful weapons
while still protecting America
I remember clearly an assignment for thirdgrade social studies, an essay on what a day being
president would be like. Of course, there were
all the shameless dreams of wealth and power,
as well as the desire to turn the Capitol into a
larger-than-life McDonald’s playground (which
it has, for all intents and purposes, become
already). I think I have a pretty good image
of what 8-year-old Obama’s essay looked like,
opening with a single question: “How can I make
as many headlines as possible?”
I wonder how many realized how much of a
media and political ninja this man was. Health
care’s a dead horse – or a horse awaiting shady,
government euthanasia – and Afghanistan’s
been given some much needed “face time.” Now
Obama’s tackling nuclear arms. If tomorrow
he pa i nt s t he W h ite House g reen i n h is
commitment to mother Earth, don’t say I didn’t
warn you.

His new plan reaffirms a nonproliferation
stance, while throwing in a few tweaks of his
own. I say that humans are not ready for this
kind of destructive power. I don’t care if one
country is moral and another immoral, or if it’s
my own country or a country at the bottom of
the Earth.
We, like those fi rst poor schmucks standing
before Prometheus, stumbled upon
a gift that was not ours to receive.
We are not wise enough for this
ability – this unmaking of worlds
– and I do not believe humanity
as it is can control the temptation
this ability presents. But the die
has been cast. We live in a nuclear
Michael
world; hopefully, we won’t die in
Lambert
First-year
one.
comparative
Obama’s comments on nuclear
literature
p
o
l i c y m a k e m e t h i n k h e ’s
student
showboating. He claims the U.S.
will not deploy nuclear weapons
against those countries which do not have them.
How is this a determent? Those countries which
would threaten us already have nuclear weapons.
Basically, we are promising to attack countries

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate
discussion in the University of South
Ca r o l i n a c o m m u n i t y. A ll p u b l i s h e d
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will print the
correction in our next issue.

that can retaliate with equal force. Is this a scare
tactic for countries like Iran and North Korea?
If it is, then someone needs to bring the drawing
board back out. Not only have these countries
lost all connection with reality, but they also want
nuclear weapons for the purpose of contending
with the U.S. and other powers. They want to
make the same claims that Obama is making
now. This is Obama’s problem: he is toting the
U.S.’s ability to pick and choose how it deploys
its nuclear capacity, which is the same kind of
ability our enemies want desperately. Flaunting
it in their faces will not make nonproliferation
proceed any more smoothly.
I do believe that the U.S. should take the first
step in reducing nuclear arms worldwide. But
this is not the time to do so. Roosevelt’s words
of “speak softly and carry a big stick” come to
my mind. Obama should not invite thoughts
of a passive America nor remind the world of
America’s nuclear standing. This weapon is the
biggest stick around; let its shadow and our own
commitment to American defense reign over
our own silence. Let us abide until the time a
nuclear-free world can be one safe for all people,
especially Americans.

Last week, due to a bad
combination of medications
a nd t wo hou r s spent i n
the sun fixing a f lat tire,
I received extremely bad
sun poisoning on my face.
It extends from below my
bottom lip down to my chin
and is complete with blisters
and blood. Not attractive
one bit. As a result of this
current physical deformity,
I have never received more
horrible looks my direction
in my entire life.
When I started modeling
i n m idd le school, I was
never able to relate to those
who were embarrassed to
leave home because of their
low self-esteem about their
image. I was never even able
to fathom this concept until
recently.
Last Friday, I went into
Victoria’s Secret and left in
tears after the saleswoman
told me not to touch
anything so I wouldn’t infect
any of the other customers.
I wanted nothing more than
to yell, “It’s sun poisoning,”
at her, then rub my face on
her and run out, but I took
the more civil approach of
tears and leaving without
giving them my business.
W it h shows such a s
Je s sic a Si mp son’s “ T he
Price Of Beauty,” viewers
are able to see what
different culture’s view as
being “beautiful” and the
cultures who struggle with
physical deformities and are
embarrassed to show their
faces in public.
Bec au se of what I a m
currently suffering with,
I now v iew beaut y i n a
whole new light. If you see
someone walk ing around
campus with a huge bandage
on their face, instead of just
staring, try smiling at them
to boost their self-esteem.
I i n it ia l ly fou nd my self
avoiding to wear my own
sororit y’s letters because
I was afraid that I would
emb a r r a s s my s oror it y.
Org a n izat ions such as
soror it ie s a re s upp o sed
to be there to support its
members. We as a society
should not be embarrassed
to wear a bandage on our
face, have ac ne or even
have a missing limb. It is
important as a Carolina
community that we do not
outcast those people who
suffer from these particular
ailments, but rather embrace
them. Beauty is only skin
deep. In t he end it’s not
goi ng to m at ter what a
person looks like, but rather
whether they have strong
character.
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“We make up horrors to help us cope
with the real ones.”
— Stephen King
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Boone strengthens skills with local show
Musician relies on blues,
modern influences to guide
his emerging music
Neal Hughes

STAFF WRITER

Last Friday, South Carolina’s indigenous talent Tyler Boone
entertained audiences at Columbia’s The White Mule. Boone
performed with Yo Soybean and The Private Life of David Reed
as part a three-act show. Boone explained that the size of the
venue made for a more low-key and mellow concert atmosphere.
When asked about his particular style of music, Boone falters
and provides a hazy and expansive answer. This is probably
because Boone has a very unique singer-songwriter sound that
combines the influence of blues with the pop acoustic guitar of
modern day. However, after extensively discussing music with
Boone, it becomes obvious that blues is a prevalent part of his
melodic mixture.
Boone cites many artists as major influences, but most fall
into the blues–jazz genre. He talks of Stevie Ray Vaughan
and the Three Kings, noting the freedom to improvise blues
guitarists are allowed to explore. Though blues may be Boone’s
foundation, his turning point in music came from an unexpected
interest in John Mayer. He said Mayer’s ability with the guitar is
the main reason for his transformation, but he still respects his
aptitude as an artist.
When Boone spoke of his evolution as an artist, he began
with his roots back in Charleston. After playing in numerous
garages and basements, Boone joined a metal group called
Untitled. Boone emphatically stated that he was not always so
acoustic, and in fact, his first true musical love was shredding

guitar riffs.
As the metal scene waned, so did Boone’s interest in it. He
quit the band and began to play in the local praise band. His
talent at the guitar began to accumulate attention, and Boone
began to get noticed.
Approximately a few bands and one crazy lead singer later,
Boone joined Red House. He says they were not amazing, but
because of the publicity he was getting from his singing and
playing and the other bands they played for popularity, Red
House began to play in sold-out venues.
After Red House, Boone made the migration to Columbia,
where he has so far played two shows, but he considers last
weekend’s gig at The White Mule his first real one. He hopes
his coming-out party for Columbia made an impression on the
local audience.
Boone said he felt confident about the concert, remarking,
“it was a great turn out, packed room and people were really
responsive to the music.” Boone said half the fun isn’t necessarily
in the audience, but that it’s “great to play with other great
musicians from both Columbia and Athens.”
As for what’s next, he will be appearing at USC’s Relay for
Life on April 16 and says he will be performing at Blatt Field
around midnight. He’s also booked a gig with The Private Life
of David Reed, who also played at The White Mule last Friday,
for May 27 at Village Tavern.
Things seem to be falling in place for Boone. As he was being
interviewed by The Daily Gamecock, he found out that Will
Smith (the producer of American Idol Winner Taylor Hicks)
wants him to come to Nashville this summer and record a few
songs.
Courtesy of MySpace.com

Tyler Boone performed at The White Mule last Friday with
Yo Soybean and The Private Life of David Reed.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Today’s songs ripe for musical makeover
Lady Gaga, Jay-Z among musicians
with work strong enough in plot, spectacle
to take to Broadway, big screen
Colin Campbell
STAFF WRITER

Columbia Pictures’ 2007 “Across the Universe” was a movie
written around Beatles songs, featuring Jim Sturgess as Jude,
the main character. The musically inspired and adapted film was
nominated for an Academy Award that year. On April 20, Green
Day’s “American Idiot: The Musical” will hit the Broadway
stage, expected to be both an overwhelming success with critics
and audiences, and a definite Tony Award contender.
The show, directed by Michael Mayer (of “Spring Awakening”
notability) will be a coming-of-age story following the course of
the album and featuring John Gallagher Jr. as Johnny, the “Jesus
of Suburbia.” Tom Hanks’ production company, Playtone, is
already in the midst of talks about making the show a film.
We at the Mix think this melding of popular music and the
theater/cinema is a really intriguing idea. That said, we have
some musical suggestions for Broadway and Hollywood alike,
with what we’d like to see staged in the future:

Lady Gaga
She’s usually already wearing a costume, so she would totally
fit as a lead character in what would undoubtedly become one
of the weirdest theatrical productions ever to hit the stage. As
seen in her sex-fueled, off-the-wall (and sometimes downright
alarming) music videos, the possibilities for the staging of hits
like “Bad Romance,” “Paparazzi” and “Telephone” are endless.
The show in general would be any costumer’s dream. In all of
her videos and public appearances, the controversial pop star
seems to be donning the newest, craziest outfit imaginable.
While building the plot around the songs would be the most
difficult part about the production, the story behind “Bad
Romance” is that Gaga finds herself in a poisonous relationship
with the music business, so that could serve as an overarching
theme.

U2
There is no doubt that Bono and the boys would jump
at the opportunity to further promote themselves with a
production devoted to their work. The band’s unique sound
and huge fan base would bring thousands to the theaters to
see the show, and the songs have enough power to carry a plot
written around them. Even if they, like “American Idiot,” only
focused on one album, including both their masterpieces to

date — 1987’s “Joshua Tree” and 2001’s seven-time Grammy
winner “All That You Can’t Leave Behind” — would make for
spectacular musicals. Hit songs like “Beautiful Day,” “Where
the Streets Have No Name” and “I Still Haven’t Found What
I’m Looking For” would lend themselves to fantastic Broadway
interpretations and great themes of love and desire.

Jay-Z
A major hip-hop/rap musical has yet to smash everything
you thought you knew about theater. If there were one man to
do it, it would be Jay-Z. Running the show since his debut in
1996 with “Reasonable Doubt,” the work of the self-deemed
“New Sinatra” would drastically change theater. The plot could
rotate around a young New Yorker making it in the world and
on the streets, and intertwine a variety of his songs from “The
Black Album,” “The Blueprint” and “The Blueprint III.” It’s
not crazy to think his songs would make a great soundtrack,
as the rapper released an album that had been intended to with
2007’s “American Gangster,” starring Denzel Washington, with
similar themes of a black man in America running the streets
(albeit with drugs instead of music), getting extraordinarily
wealthy and rising to the top.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu

Photos courtesy of MCT Campus

Under the Cover:
Page-turners rewarding for summer
Mystery, romance novels enhance
memorable beach retreats
Katie Crocker

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

a super sexy spy novel, the basis of the book is something entirely different.
The main character, Jennifer Hunter, runs a successful agency that sends one of five fidelity
officers out to a client’s house to test if the spouse is faithful. Despite the plot’s epic shallowness,
the book suggests the deeper moral difficulty of intruding on people’s married or dating lives.
The protagonist has a conflicted personal life, as she seeks to deal with her own emotional ties
with the job and an understanding of how to make her relationship with her fiancé work.
The book rocks back and forth like a ship on the waves, jumping to the present, to the personal
history and to following a detective on an assignment. It’s a good page-turner while you tan and
your back roasted like a duck in a deep fryer.
For the guys, “The Finder” by Colin Harrison is geared for when you’re taking a break
from the lady-chasing or beer pong. It’s a gritty crime novel about the high stakes of New
York business based in a million dollar company, and it begins like any good crime novel with
a horrible, smelly death of two innocent girls. The culprit, Jin Li, goes on the run, while her
ex-boyfriend and main protagonist, Ray Grant, chases her trail.
The novel casts New York as a two-faced city, with a dark side it never shows except to those
caught in its twisted stare. Harrison’s master storytelling will have you actually reading a whole
book for summer that’s not on the required reading list.
For those who want a relaxing read, try “The Highest Tide” by Jim Lynch. The only book on
our list actually based at a beach, “The Highest Tide” follows the summer of a 13-year old boy
as he spends the days collecting marine animals for money.
The book is written with deep prose about the sea and the creatures that live in it, offering
a unique and passionate view of the ocean. While the first few pages may be confusing, the
narrative is easy to follow and the descriptions make you believe you’re there, gliding on the
still blue beast and touching it with one outstretched curious hand. It lacks any essential trashy
elements, like casual sex and deep twisted plots, but nonetheless should maintain the focus of
those who have the attention span.
Remember, sand in the book pages counts as a cheap — but lasting — souvenir.

What do we love about the summer months? Is it the freedom to run wild or the chance to
blow that first paycheck? The answer, of course, depends on you. One of the best parts of the
approaching summer for many is the beach, with a sweet smell of salty air and the call of seagulls.
To pass the time while your swim suit fills with sand, here are some perfect beach reads.
First on our list, “Love Under Cover” by Jessica Brody, is a book made for girls, but could be Comments on this story?
read by boyfriends to make them think twice about cheating. While the title makes it sound like E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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ALUM TO APPEAR ON ‘SVU’
Theater grad Pressly Coker will perform
in cameo on NBC drama
Jimmy Gilmore
THE MIX EDITOR

The USC community should be sure to tune in to NBC’s hit crime drama “Law and
Order: SVU.” Detectives Benson (Mariska Hargitay) and Stabler (Chris Meloni) will be
turning their investigative prowess on Carolina alumni and actor Pressly Coker for the
April 7 episode, titled “Conned.”
Coker is a theater graduate now building a professional acting career in New York.
The Mix reached Coker over phone, and he sounded humble about the success. “It’s
not too big. It’s not big at all,” he laughed at one point.
While Coker tried to downplay his role on the show, saying that he only appears in
“about three scenes,” to be cast on even a bit part of the major show is an accomplishment.
He still got to enjoy being in hair and make-up for about 90 minutes with the rest of the
SVU cast, as he was turned into a victim who’s been “bludgeoned to death with a meat
tenderizer.”
Coker caught word of the SVU casting call through his agent, who thought he would
be great for a role that the casting directors said required someone who looked like “a
kid,” but also someone who was “slick.” After getting a call back from his fi rst audition
and performing a screen test, he was cast in three hours.
The episode airs tonight at 10 p.m. on NBC.
Courtesy of NBC.com

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagcketc@sc.edu
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Inside the Box ● By Marlowe Leverette / The Daily Gamecock

Calendar of Events
What: Women’s Book Club
When: 7:30 a.m.
Where: Russell House, ODK Room
What: Cocky Super Bowl Ad

What: NAACP at USC Weekly

Meeting

When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH Theater

When: 8 a.m.
Where: RH Theater

Awards

What: CSCC Bible Study
When: 6:30 p.m.
Where: RH, SEC Room

What: Get Yourself Tested

What: Carolinians Combating

Promotions
When: 9 a.m.
Where: RH, 2nd Floor

What: Fashion Board Clothing

Drive

When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street

Poverty Meeting

When: 7 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 203
What: Golf Club Meeting
When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 203
SPORTS SCHEDULE

What: Garnet & Black Distribution

Day

When: 10 a.m.
Where: Greene Street
What: Student Senate Meeting
When: 5 p.m.
Where: RH, Room 322/326

Whiteboard ● By Bobby Sutton / The Daily Gamecock

AJAME
3 and 8 p.m., $6.50
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

The Scene
TODAY
USC IDOL AUDITIONS
8 p.m., free
Russell House Theatre
AUTOMATIC LOVE LETTER, THIS TWILIGHT CITY
6:30 p.m. doors, $5 over 21 / $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

PhD ● By Jorge Chan

Baseball

College of Charleston
7 p.m.
Columbia, S.C.

MAMMA MIA!
7:30 p.m., $39-$59
Koger Center for the Arts, 1051 Greene St.

TOMORROW
ANDY LEHMAN & THE NIGHT MOVES, SHAWN
F I S H E R & T H E J U K E B OX GY P S I E S , T I M
BRANTLEY, JERRY JACOBS
7:30 p.m. doors, $6 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
YARN CD RELEASE
6 p.m. doors, $6
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.
VISTA AFTER 5
5:30 p.m., Free
Jillian’s, 800 Gervais St.

04/07/10

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=

ARIES You’ll have more
control if you can identif y
opportunities and allow an
associate to present them. Less
immediate credit and more
success works for you.
T AU RU S Yo u f i n d
you rself t h r ust i nto a
philosophical argument. The
easiest way may not be the
best way. Remember your
commitments.
GE M I N I A s you
participate in family or social
events, notice how natural it
feels. You’ve come a long way,
baby. Relax and enjoy the ride.
C A NC ER Pay close
at t e nt io n t o s i g n i f ic a nt
relationships. Your karma is
in the balance today. Heal
old emotional wounds with
compassion.

L E O Use your
i mpu lsiveness to move a
project forward, but don’t
paint yourself into a corner.
Consolidate you r ow n
position.
VIRGO This could be
a stressful day. Accept the
challenge to transform gloom
into gentle spring sunshine.
Everyone benefits from your
effort.
LIBR A Bend to you r
partner’s wishes, but don’t
brea k . T he feel i ng s you
tend to suppress should be
expressed, either now or in the
near future.
SCORPIO Don’t plan on
being the center of attention
now. Instead, imagine clever
solutions for intellectual or
logical problems.

SAGIT TA R IUS To
maintain your creative edge,
listen to your heart. If that
gets confusing, make a list of
pros and cons. You need to
make a decision.
C A PRICORN Work
w it h i n you r emot iona l
comfor t zone to avoid
associates who challenge your
authority. There’s no need to
be on the cutting edge today.
AQUARIUS Decisions
made today will impact your
life for a long time. You want
to be practical, but imaginative
actions are your nature. Strive
for balance.
PISCES Do your best
today to manage the group.
Di st re s s c a n a r i se when
members take off in myriad
directions.

04/07/10

Solution from 04/06/10

ACROSS
1 Casey and
Kildare: Abbr.
4 Clairvoyant’s
claim, for short
7 Courses for coll.
credit
10 Ball support
13 Actor McKellen
14 Classic Jag
15 California fruit
17 Critters with
powerful jaws
20 Server on
skates
21 Sniggler’s prey
22 Eliel Saarinen’s
son
23 Normandy
battleground
24 Chinese
government
bigwig
27 Program
interruption
32 Bedroom set
piece
35 Sun. speech
36 Catch a few z’s
37 “Green Eggs and
Ham” author
38 Writer Jong
40 USNA grad
41 Sephia
automaker
44 Took, as advice
46 Spurning
learning
49 Caribbean isl.
belonging to
France
50 “¿Cómo __
usted?”
54 The Phantom of
the Opera
57 River inlet
58 Game in which
love is
expressed
frequently?
60 Discontinuing
relations of any
kind
63 Apple-polishers
64 __ canto: singing
style
65 Post- opposite
66 Govt. ID
67 Frequently, in
verse
68 Words in a
simile
69 Old JFK arrival

DOWN
1 45s, e.g.
2 Charged
3 Watchdog’s
warning
4 __ 67: Montreal
World’s Fair
5 Ship’s captain
6 Proverbial sword
beater
7 Apollo’s twin
sister
8 Movie girl with
“perils”
9 “To __, With
Love”
10 Mah-jongg piece
11 Cabinet dept.
formed after the
1977 oil crisis
12 “Tiger in your
tank” company
16 Bow’s opposite
18 Greek god of
fear
19 Nerd
25 Actress __ Dawn
Chong
26 “Snowy” wading
birds
28 Take a chance
29 Arthurian lady
30 Texas city on the
Brazos
31 Wing tip-to-wing

Solution for 04/06/10

tip distance
32 “Just __!”
33 Contact lens
solution brand
34 Is required to
39 Take offense at
42 “To sum up ...”
43 Not with
44 Cockpit abbr.
45 Sand structures
47 Tut-tutted
48 Rugged rock
51 Haircut sounds
52 Stadium levels
53 Balance sheet
item

54 Approximations:
Abbr.
55 Classic autos
56 58-Across star
Lendl
59 Cinders of old
comics
61 __ de Janeiro
62 Lawyers’ gp.
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USC picks up intensity
Gamecocks look to keep working
as spring game draws near
Sam Davis

STAFF WRITER

Senior running back Brian Maddox could hardly catch
his breath to speak to media after the Gamecocks went
at it on the Bluff Road practice fields for more than
two hours on Tuesday afternoon . Clearly exhausted,
Maddox endured the hot, humid weather as one of only
two running backs able to practice on Tuesday after
sophomore Bryce Sherman left with a hand injury.
“We’re doing all right. Just have to pick up the intensity
a little bit more. Some guys went down today and last
week, so it’s just me and Kenny [Miles] right now,”
Maddox said. “That’s why I’m huffi n’ and puffi n’ right
now.”
Maddox is fully aware of his position as a senior with
playing experience among a younger running back core.
The leadership role is one that he has both accepted and
embraced.
“[Running backs coach Jay Graham] has talked to me
about that before the spring started,” Maddox said. “I
just have to take on the leadership and have a great senior
year.”
Tuesday afternoon wasn’t the fi rst time the Gamecocks
worked out under the sun for more than t wo hours

this spring. Players have noticed a tendency for spring
practices to drag on a bit longer than usual. The main
reasons behind the extended practice time are the changes
and additions to Carolina’s strategy for the upcoming
season.
“This year, practices have been a whole lot longer only
because we’re putting in new stuff,” Maddox said. “It’s
not that big of a change, but for some of the linemen that
didn’t play last year, it’s a big difference.”
Maddox welcomes the revisions in the design of the
running game, and he feels things are looking up as spring
practices come to an end.
“I really believe in this running scheme we’re putting
in and how we’re blocking and everything,” Maddox said.
“I’m just ready to fi nish up the spring.”
Catching out of the backfield: The running backs have
seen more and more action past the line of scrimmage,
where they’re getting passes thrown to them on swing
routes coming out of the backfield. This is an element
of the offense that wasn’t very prevalent in 2009. Kenny
Miles caught the most balls of all the running backs
but was only sixth on the team in that category with 21
catches. The increased involvement of the running backs
past the line of scrimmage was exemplified when junior
quarterback Stephen Garcia found a streaking Miles down
the sideline for an easy touchdown.
“Oh, yeah. I love that. It helps tremendously,” Maddox
said. “It really tears defenses apart when, as a running
back, you’re able to catch the ball out of the backfield and
block well. That’s really going to benefit us a lot this year.”

Chris Keohane / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Brian Maddox and the Gamecocks had an active practice.
Active Sophomores: Sophomores Alshon Jeffery and
D.L. Moore were Garcia’s favorite targets on Tuesday.
Garcia found Jeffery on a short drag route across the
middle of the field several times, making it seem like none
of the defenders could stop that play. Moore had several
dazzling grabs on the day.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Track athletes take advantage
of last home meet’s success
Gamecock Open shot for individuals
to earn way onto travel squad
for Penn Relays, SEC championships
Mallory Cage

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC track and field will host its last home meet
Wednesday at Weems Baskin Track Facility, but it’s
more than just a last home meet. The Gamecock Open
may be the last chance for some athletes to make the
travel team.
“We’re excited to give our kids a chance to fight out
for those last few slots to fi nish the season,” USC coach
Curtis Frye said. “Right now, we’ve got 30 kids that
travel, and it’s coming to the end of the year, so it’s
kids fighting it out to get those last two travel spots to
go to the Penn Relays and to be able to go to the SEC
Championships.”
The Penn Relays Meet will take place at the end of
the month and the SEC Championships occur in the
middle of May, so with the regular season almost over
it is important that the members of the team start to

compete in top form to earn their spots on the travel
team.
“It’s a competitive chance for kids to make the travel
squad,” said Frye.
While a large majority of the travel teams slots have
already been determined, there is always a chance
the roster could change, mak ing the home meet a
competitive opportunity.
“It’s got some interest for our team, for kids that are
battling,” said Frye.
Normally two or three teams compete at the annual
midweek meet, but this year there will be nine different
colleges competing.
“Wednesday gives us a chance for a different venue,
back at home,” Frye said. “It gives the kids who didn’t
go to Florida a chance to compete here against some
formable foes.”
T he m idweek meet i s a u n ique t h i ng for t he
Gamecocks, and they hope to make it a more regular
event once the new facilities are built. This particular
meet structure will allow some of the athletes to get in
an intense workout while allowing others to try and set
personal records in their respective events.
Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu

Archie denied extra year

Kara Roache / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Dominique Archie was denied a sixth year of eligibility, it was announced Tuesday. Archie who suffered a season-ending
knee injury this past November, was hoping to win a medical hardship from the NCAA.
“I want to thank coach Horn, the assistant coaches and the compliance office for their efforts in helping with the process
for a sixth year of eligibility,” Archie said. “I’m disappointed I won’t be able to play next season as a Gamecock, but I leave
with great memories. I want to thank the fans for their support during my time at South Carolina.”
Archie’s chances of winning the appeal for a sixth year were never thought to be high, but the decision was still was a
disappointment to USC.
USC coach Darrin Horn said. “He played a significant role in building the South Carolina program over his career. As
always, we have the best interest of our players in mind, and we will continue to support Dominique in his future as an
individual and with his professional career.”

Sam Bennett / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Brady Thomas (36) had two home runs this past weekend.

Gamecock baseball
confronts Charleston
USC, undefeated in midweek games,
clashes with in-state rival Cougars
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

South Carolina baseball puts their midweek game
winning streak on the line Wednesday as they face off
with College of Charleston at Carolina Stadium.
USC (22- 6, 7-2 SEC) is current ly u ndefeated in
midweek games, their biggest coming in a rout against
nationally-ranked (at the time) The Citadel. As with
many of the in-state teams, College of Charleston is no
slouch themselves, boasting a 23-7 record and third place
in the Southern Conference.
Last year, the Gamecocks hammered the Cougar
pitching staff. USC won both games in 2009 by a margin
of 34-8, including a 20-6 blowout in Columbia.
Starting on the mound for Carolina will be freshman
righty Colby Holmes. The Conway native has a good
strikeout total on the season with 13 over his 12 innings
of work. Freshman lefty and Columbia native Jake Zokan
will be pitching for the Cougars. The Spring Valley High
School standout has a 6.23 ERA on the season and 17
strikeouts.
Freshman Ethan Carter has been using his relief
appearances to his advantage this season. In his 10
opportunities, Carter has a miniscule 0.75 ERA, a 0.103
opposing batting average and 13 strikeouts. With these
numbers, Carter has proven to be one of the best relief
pitchers on Carolina’s staff.
Sophomore outfielder Jackie Bradley Jr. has recovered
well from the injuries that put him on the bench at the
beginning of the season.
Bradley batted 0.444 in the Gamecocks’ last series
against Mississippi State and raised his average to 0.380
on the season, leading the team in that category. Bradley
is also finding ways to use his speed to his advantage,
scoring a total of 17 runs at the halfway point of the
season.
A not her player who had a big weekend ag a i nst
Mississippi State was senior catcher Brady Thomas. The
Anderson native hit two bomb home runs in Friday’s
game against the Bulldogs. Thomas’ hot bat might give
coach Tanner a reason to keep him in the lineup for the
foreseeable future.
First pitch from Carolina Stadium will be at 7 p.m. The
game will also be televised locally on SportSouth.

Comments on this story?
E-mail sagckspt@mailbox.sc.edu
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888 • f 803-777-6482 • www.dailygamecock.com

First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

Major credit cards accepted

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE

Additional options

Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication

Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu • Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

Announcements
Lifeguard training classes offered at
Harbison Recreation.
Call D.Cartee for more info 781-2281.

Apartments
1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLOCK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
PRE-LEASE FOR SUMMER/FALL
Reserve 2BR for $750 Market rate 905.
Reserve it today! All utilities incld.
Open M-F 9-5 Call Glenn 799-1442

Housing-Rent
4BR 2B House avail Aug 1st. $1395
fenced yard Old Shandon 318-0729
Near USC 3BR 2BA home fenced yd
modern kit w/amenities laundry room
$900/mo year lease August 1st.
Avail June 1st if need. 706-825-9175

Housing-Rent

Help Wanted

PLACE ON THE GREENE CONDO
2002 Greene St convenient to Starbucks & Gourmet Shop & groceries
2BR 2BA. Renovated with great paint
colors, new fans & fixtures. All appliances plus w/d andcute balcony Assgn.
pkg. & keyed secure entry. Available
Aug 1st $950/mo Call Mike 413-2516.

8 COLLEGE STUDENTS NEEDED
Must be neat in appearance, have outgoing personality & money driven. Collect water samples from local homeowners FT/PT hrs avail $9/hr + bonuses.
Call 939-9533 for personal interview.
Ask for Mr. McSwain or email resume
to davekepi@aol.com

ROOMS -4-RENT Lg Spacious
Walk to USC $300/mo. Call 463-5129
Rm for Rent - Garner River Walk Pvt
BA lg closet furn 5min to USC $440/mo
inclds util. Call Laura 803.928.0318.

Housing-Sale
Laurens St. Duplex - 2 story 3BR 1BA
x2. Off st pkg $275k. Call 238-6916

Busy Allergist office seeks bright, hardworking, ethical personnel to work FT for
up to a year. This is a FT position working in the business office. Excellent opportunity for those wanting to gain experience in the medical field Only those
with excellent academic records and references need apply. Email resume with
dates available to being work to:
palmettoallergya@bellsouth.net
Lifeguards Needed - Myrtle Beach
Now & summer! Good pay & conditions
with lodging Call 843-340-9084
eastcoaste2002@yahoo.com
PT REAL ESTATE ASSISTANT.
Experience the real world! Need PT
personal asst. to Columbia’s Biggest
Realtor. Learn Real Estate Investments
& Development from the ground up.
Once in a life time opportunity.
Joe Hawk 803-361-2461

Help Wanted
Child Care

Help Wanted
Summer Camps

We are the parents of a beautiful 3 y.o
girl diagnosed with PDD-NOS. We are
looking for an exp. ABA trainer to provide this service up to 20/hrs/wk in Irmo.
Avail hrs are M-Th 3-6pm F 8am-6pm
Sa-Sun 8am-6pm. $10/hr.
Please email contact info & resume to:
jmacleod@ussecurityassociates.com

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE $$
Maine Camp needs fun loving counselors for all land, adventure & water
sports.
Great
summer!
Call
888-844-8080, apply: campcedar.com

FT NANNY FOR SUMMER - Irmo area
2 girls 9&12. May-Aug 18th M-F
9:30am-6pm. Must have reliable trans..
good insurance ex ref. & love to have
fun, but firm. $450/wk. 3-4/wks off during
the summer for travel, we can work
w/sched if you lock in ASAP. Interested?
email angelica@bellalucce.com

Help Wanted
Afterschool
Programs
Tri-City Leisure Center is seeking fun,
enthusiastic and responsible After
School counselors to work M-F 2-6pm.
No nights/ No weekends.
Call Will 939-9309.

Help Wanted
Restaurants
Pasta Fresca Seeking FT Servers.
Prior restaurant experience necessary
and summer availability required. If
interested, apply in person 3-6PM at
3405 Forest Dr. No phone calls please.

Help Wanted
Restaurants

HARBISON LOCATION
NOW HIRING:
Hostesses, Bussers and Kitchen Help.
Must be available throughout the
Summer. Flexible scheduling and
great working environment.

Apply in person M-TH 2-4
252-F Harbison Blvd.

Services

Kendall’s Cafe’ located in the dwntwn
Bank of America Plaza, is looking for
server to start immediately and work into
summer. Shifts run from 11AM-2PM.
Willing to work with school sched.
Please apply in person to 1901 Main St.
1st fl email info@kendaallskatering.com

FREE pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165

HARBOR IN SEAFOOD -Now hiring
servers/cashiers for day and night. Will
work with your schedule. Please apply
within 7375 Two Notch Rd 462-3498

Spanish Tutor experienced. Grammar
my specialty. 926-3126

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?

Tutoring
Services

BARTENDING up to $250/day . No exp
nec, training prov’d 800-965-6520 X 253.

Visit one of our locations

*

soon!
WITH

STUDENT ID

4855 Forest Drive
10AM - 9PM Monday - Sunday

1320 Main Street

(across from Chick-fil-A)

*

7AM - 3 PM Monday - Friday

FREE DRINK STUDENT ID
W
WITH

